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NOTES:
A. BOUNDARY MARKERS SHALL BE INSTALLED AS DIRECTED BY THE PARK PROJECT MANAGER WHEN THE PARK PROPERTY OR PROPERTY ADJOINING PARK PROPERTY IS SURVEYED.
B. BOUNDARY MARKERS LOCATED IN PAVEMENT AND SIDEWALKS AND OTHER AREAS AS DIRECTED BY PARK PROJECT MANAGER SHALL MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE PUBLIC WORKS STANDARD FOR CONCRETE MONUMENTS.
C. WHEN REQUIRED BY THE PARK PROJECT MANAGER, BOUNDARY MARKERS SHALL BE INSTALLED AT PROPERTY CORNERS, INTERSECTING LOT LINES, AND AT INTERVALS OF ONE MARKER PER 100 FT ALONG A STRAIGHT LINE. STRAIGHT LINE INTERVAL DISTANCE MAY BE DECREASED AT THE DISCRETION OF THE PARK PROJECT MANAGER IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN A LINE OF SIGHT FROM ONE MARKER TO THE NEXT MARKER.
D. MARKER MATERIAL SHALL BE FIBERGLASS REINFORCED COMPOSITE, SOLID COLOR IMPREGNATED DARK BROWN, UV RESISTANT, WITH A MINIMUM MATERIAL WEIGHT OF 0.48 POUNDS/FOOT. ALL FASTENERS SHALL BE HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED.
E. SUGGESTED SUPPLIERS:
   CARSONITE INTERNATIONAL PHONE: 1-800-648-7916 WWW.CARSONITE.COM
   QUANTUM MARKERS PHONE: 1-866-778-6017 WWW.QUANTUMMARKERS.COM
   BONE SAFETY SIGNS PHONE: 1-800-873-2399 WWW.BONESAFETY.COM
   GLASS FORMS INC PHONE: 1-888-297-3800 WWW.GLASSFORMS.COM
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